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INTRODUCTION 
Most of the studies to appraise individual differences using 
mental tests have been concerned with the development of group norms. 
Conclusions about an individual were attempted by reference to these norms 
or other statistics which by definition are based on averages for the group. 
The analysis of test results often pivots on the properties of responses 
to items that are Classified as correct or incorrect. 
In several studies (Rimoldi, Devane, 1961; Rimoldi, Meyer, Meyer, 
Fogllatto, 1962; Rimoldi, Haley, Fogliatto, 1962; Fogliatto, 1962; Rimoldi, 
Fogliatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, Zacharias, 1962) it was found: 1) that 
the process employed in solving a problem cannot be characterized only by 
the final answer, 2) that by using group norms we may be unnecessarily 
eliminating important individual differences. These .tudies presented 
ways of preparing problems to appraise thinking ability. 
In a recently published stUdy (Rimoldi, Haley, Igliatto, Erdmann, 
1963) it was reported that it is important for the experimenter to be able 
to control the schemata of the problems as well as their content (see pro-
cedure). This made possible the development of new ways of scoring these 
problems. Being able to control the schemata and the content, it is possible 
to score individuals in relation to these. A comparison, then, can be made 
between the performance of an individual score 1n terms of schemata and 
content as well as in terms of the norms established by the group. This has 
been one of the problema investigated in this dissertation. 
2 
In pr.vious r .... rch (atmoldi, Devane, 1961; Rtmoldi, Focliatto, 
Haley,aey •• , Irdmann, Zachari.l, 1962) it was found that training in 
probl .. solving improves the thinking proc •••• In solvin, the problems, 
experLaental subjects used fewer qu.stionl than the controll. More agr ... 
ment was obs.rved amonc the experimental subjects than among the control 
subject' as to the questions selected in order to solve the problems. The 
second problem und.rtaken in this r •• earch hal b.en an inve.tication of 
the difference. in the problem solving process between each experiBental 
subject and the corresponding control subject who were matched according 
to specific criteria before the experiment. 
In the study "Traininl in Probl .. Solving" (Rimold1, logliatto, 
Raley, Reye., Erdmann, Zacharias, 1962) it was reported: 1) that coll.,e 
students a8 a group ,.lect fewer que.tiona in order to solve a problem 
than the hilh school atudeats, 2)that the college group ~prove. more 
under training than tbe high school group. A third problem inve.tigated in 
this reaearch was the importence of the educational level as a factor in 
problem solving performance. 
SummariziDiI the three main purposes of this reaearch are: 1) To 
evaluate group perforaanee versus performance norma ba.ed on the proper-
tie. of the problem as well as the interaction of .chemata and content. 
2) To 8tudy individual performance by co.paring the proce.1 of subjects 
with training to 8ubjects without training individually matched before the 
experiment. J) To investigate the effect that a particular educational 
level bas on the performAuce of tba •• problems. 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
A. Barly studies in the field. 
Waters (1928) studies the effeet of the instruction upon 
ideational learning. the problem consisted in discovering the principle 
by which the sUbject could always draw the last bead. Six different 
types of tuition (instruction) were employed: a)The error meth04, b) 
The demonstration method, c) The attention method and three instruction 
methods that were explanation of the principle involved varying from 
simple to general. The problems to be investigated were: 1) The in-
fluence of various modes of tuition on the rate of learning. 2) The de-
pendence of the efficiency of any method of tuition upon the ttme at 
which it was given and, 3) The influence of such tuition on the ability 
of the subject to solve a s~ilar problem when no tuition was given and 
the .ubject worked on hi' own initiative. 
The results showed: 1) The demonstration method i. detrimen-
tal in both cales, in learning and in the solution of the .econd problem. 
2) The error method exerts no appreciable effect. 3) The attention method 
1s beneficial. 4) A short, concrete, easily remarked statement of the 
principle involved is more efficacious than a longer, more general or 
abstract one, both in learning the first problem and in mastery of a 
second. 
Ruger (1926) using analytical and synthetical as well as 
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bidimensional and tridimensional mecM.nical pu •• les analized dynamical 
rather than structural human methods of meeting novel situations and 
of reducing their control to acts of skill. The results show that even 
in the cases when the main purpose was not to gain a new fo~ of motor 
control but rather that of "learning by understanding", there are 
differencea in human methods of learning. He observed that in at.ost 
every case the subjects were acting randomly, at least in part, and that 
many times the random behavior lead to the aolution. In-some cases, the 
8ubj'lct had a very definite plan but ItnQ cases were found in which a 
really DOvel puszle was seen through at onee". He studied also the 
plateaux or periods of little improvement. He found plateaux of long 
duration when the subject was changing methods of attacking the problem, 
and plateaux which were uniform and of short duration when the subject 
used a single method. 
Doyle (1933) studied quantitative and qualitative different 
&roups of subjects under four problem situations of varied complexity 
i.n order to discover similarity or differentiation between human in .. 
ductive discovery and trial and error process in learning. The sub-
jects were presented with a 4-ke, multiple choice key board. In prob-
lem situation A, the task of the subject was to discover the 2-key 
combination that will ring the bell. This was complicated by intro.-
ducing time. The bell rung 4 seconds after the completion of the 2-key 
combination. In problem situation B, the subject. were instructed in 
order to promote a "scientific attitude and method". In problem situa-
tion 0, the element of time was eliminated; and in problem situation D, 
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time was again introduced but only I-key board was involved in the so-
lution of the problem. 
The results show that after the first problem the subject 
was able to discover the principle involved, and the learning curve 
shows a "sharp drop" after the completion of the first problem. -Jua11-
tative protocols of the subjects, especially in "problem situation A" 
show a clear di.stinction between the process of "inductive discovery 
in problem situation", and the process of trial and error in learning. 
Aveling (1912) set up an experiment in order to discover the 
"phenomenological character of consciousness" of the "universal" and 
the "individual" •••••••• ttman, all man, this man". He presented the sub-
jects with conditions similar to those of every day life. The experi-
ment consisted of two parts: In the first part, he used ten nonaense 
word. of two syllables each and ten sets of picture8 with five pictures 
in each set. Each word was associated with a picture and presented to 
the SUbject. The subject had to repeat the word aloud while fixing his 
attention on both the picture and the word. For the second part of the 
experiment, he used the same nonsense words that the subject had learn-
ed, and presented them in an incomplete sentence. The subject complet-
ed the sentences by adding an adjective or a predicate. 
He concluded that the nonsense words "acquire a general mean-
ing gradually by a process of association with the object devoted to 
them". During this period a "concept is abstracted from. objects and 
aS80ciated with the words". There is in the learning period a moment 
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where the image is not necessary in order to have a thought, but the 
concept is always necessary. The universal does not need an image. 
We can think of man or of all men without images; but the individual 
needs a sensorial content or image. 
In these earlier studies the thought process was considered 
differently than it is today and differently than what hal been done 
in the present study. 
B. Definition and elassification of Problem Solving. 
Since the contribution of Wertheimer (1945) a number of studies 
have been published in this area. 
Wertheimer considers the di.tinction between productive and 
reproductive thinking as most important when viewing work of an academic 
nature. In a problem situation there is a goal, obstacles to reaching 
the goal, and no clear perception of the means of obtaining it.Wertheimer 
presented his problems to children and adults. In most eases ttthinkine' 
did not occur at all. Some of his subjects engaged in what Wertheimer 
called reproductive thinking. They offered answers which were simply 
the reproduction of past experience. Productive thinking on the other 
hand, according to Wertheimer, involves the kind of mental struggle 
which we find is not typical of the purely reproductive process. Seeing 
the problem in a new way involved what may be called recentering, re-
organizing, or restructuring. What emerges is a new product, not a re-
production of past learning. It has often been pointed out that teachers 
have more interest in the outcome of thinking than in the process of 
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thinking, and'most educational work actually has as its aim the follow-
ing of the thought process of the teacher or the writer of the text 
book. The emphasis is chiefly on reproductive thinking, rather than on 
productive or creative thinking. Wertheimer'S contribution is the first 
study of the thought process that develops its conclusions from concrete 
examples. His approach differs from the present study. He presento a 
qualitative evaluation of the thought process. The present study ia an 
attempt to evaluate quantitatively individual differences in thought 
proceSI8 •• 
According to Duncan (1959) thinking is most frequently defin-
ed as the integration and organization of past experience, while problem 
solving is defined as the discovery of correct response. Problem solving 
is considered to be fairly high on the discovery dimension, and this will 
be the distinction of problem 80lving from conditioning and rote learn-
ing, which are presumed to involve relatively little response discovery. 
Underwood (1952) presente three methods for determing the 
amount of overlap between conditioning and thinking. 
Bloom and Broder (1950) describe the difficulties of attempting 
to discover the nature of mental processes through retrospection, in-
trospection, or the construction of test situations in which each of a 
variety of methods of attack would be reflected by a different solution. 
They classified the students as successful or unsuccessful according to 
their aptitude scores and marks on comprehensive examinations. The 
students wer4 asked to think aloud while they were solving the problems. 
In collecting data, notes were taken as completely as possible on everything 
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that the subject said or did. The successful problem solver showed 
greater ability to understand the nature of the problem and to attack 
it in its own terms. The unsuccessful problem eol vers showed lack of 
comprehension of direction and often presented solution of a problem 
other than the one that was expected. "The nonsuccessful problem solvers 
started the problem with no apparent plan for solution. They jumped 
from one part of the problem to another, giving insufficient consider-
ation to anyone part to enable them to find a point of departure. They 
were easily sidetracked by external considerations, and their thoughts 
would go off on a tangent, coming back to tbe problem only with con-
siderable difficu.lty." 
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (19.56) described classes of equiv-
alence categories. tlFunctional categories" include at least those prot:>-
lem solving tasks where the subjects must categorize an object as fitting 
a certain function. They aho suggest that defining attributes llll". some-
times combined to create either new or empty categories, and that those 
types of c:ombination often occur in problem solving. They attempt to 
relate two major areas of thinking research, i.e., problem solving anri 
concept formation. 
Tate, Stanier and Harootunian (19.59) classified students as 
good and poor problem solvers using as criteria their performance in a. 
battery of tests, one of which was the nThought Problems", a test that 
was "specially prepared for that study. They concluded that the ttgood 
problem. solv~rs are significantly better than the poor in nearly all 
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tests ~here quality of response, accuracy, or judgment is required; and 
that, without exception, the more complex the ta3k or the more restricted 
the requirements, the greater thei.r superiority." 
In the present study no attempt has been made to categorize the 
problem solvers. The Thought Problems have bean used here for matching 
purposes. Individual differences has been evaluated using a different 
approach. 
C. Training in problem solving. 
A considerable number of studies b.ave discussed ways of train-
ing people in problem solving tasks. Adams (1954) has found that a group 
of subjects trained on repeated presentations of the same froblem were 
more efficient in 801 ving new I~roblems of the same class than a group train-
ed on a number of different problems. Harlow (1949) held that training (, .. 
a number of different problems will develop new ideas in the way of how 
problems should be attacked. This lueans that such a training will help 
the subject in the new $ituation. 
Schroder and Rotter (1952) used a card sorting task with four 
groups of subjects and they altered the training in "the expectancy of 
chAnge" given from group to group. According to the authors it is the 
training in ttt«pectaney of change" ~.Ihich is required, and no training in 
a single .olution that will $olve the problem in the present situation, 
Duncker (1945) conducted a study with educated adults. They 
were l'resented with arithmetic and geomatric problems. In solving the 
problems the $ubjects had to analyze ~4hat was given and what \Jas required. 
The process of solving a problem consisted in the generation and testing 
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of hypotheses. Past experience plays en important role in the solving 
of new probleu. The inabUity to use an objeC!t for a strange purpose in 
a given situation may be due to the previous use made of that object. 
Previous experience ean have a negative effect when new problem situationa 
are faced. Birch and Rabinowitz (1951) have also ,howed thi. effect and 
,;.deson (19.52) repeated three of Duncker' $ experirEents with the same re.ults. 
Parnes and Meadow (1960) compared .xp~ri~sntal aubjects with 
control subjects matched for vocabulary ability on six creative ability 
teet.. They reported difference. statIstically significant. The increa •• 
of productivity in the cr~ative thinking proc •• s produced by the creative 
problem-sol ving course persisted for Ii period of at least e1gb.t lZlontha 
after the completion of the course. 
SOllllZler (1960) reported a study with two groups of sUbjects. T::a 
experimental group received, before the experiment .. correct solutions to 
problems involving the same principle as those tn the ~xperimental situa-
tion. The reeults ~howed: 1) wide differences between the two groups on 
the proce.s leading to thfl ,olution; 2) onee the solution to " problem 
has been experienced, it exerts a profound {nfl\1en,c$ on the approach to 
similar problem.s. ".nd J) the UBe of a learned principle becomes more diU ... 
lcul t if the probl .. m is pre[lented in a confueing manner. BlulMnfeld (19.56) 
reported t\"'O studies using geometrical theorems 1n which he changed thl!" 
orientation and the figure. Bus~~ll (1956) attempted to define common 
patterns in the solution of problema. The SUbjects ~ere asked to discover 
a rule for arrivit~ at the solution of an addition problem without the use 
of simple addition. The subjects found the problem very diff1.cult aud tbe 
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results indicated more diversity than similarity in the problem solving 
approach. When the effect of training was tested in similar problems, 
about half of the subjects showed transfer. 
In a study with high school students Rimoldi and Devane (1961) 
found that the experimental subjects - the group of subjects who went through 
a training period in problem solving - had a greater gain in mathematics 
grades than the control SUbjects. 
A recent publication by Rimoldi, Fogliatto, Haley, Reyes, Brdmann, 
and Zacharias (1962) reported a research conducted with high school and 
college students. The design o~ the experiment permitted the testing of 
the influence that training in one type of problema would have on another 
type of problems. Transfer of training was found. It was also found that 
the subjects with training in problem solving use fewer questiona and show 
more agreement among themselves as to which questio .. they should ask in 
order to solve the problem than the control SUbjects. Similar results were 
also found when the trained subjects were introduced to new problema. 
The experiments described in the previous paragraphs have dealt 
with the effect of prior experience. It has been demonstrated that train-
ing in a particular type of problems leads to maximum efficiency as long as 
the problem requires a similar solution. When different kinds of problems 
have to be faced, a wider training with emphasis on the need for change 
seems to be advisable. In the present research the effect of training has 
been studied at the individual level both in problems that require a sim-
ilar solution and in completely different problems. 
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D. Presentation of the problems. 
A number of studies have been reported in which the same problem 
has been presented under different modes or appearances. Many problems 
have been presented in either symbolic or concrete form with various degrees 
in between. Several studies have found no effect of varying concreteness 
on the problem. Saugstad (1957) in a repetition of Maier's experiment found 
that the miniature scale model did not call more attention to ceiling than 
the real presentation of the two pendulum problems. The same was reported 
by Lorge, Tuckman, Aikman, Spiegel, and Moss (1955a, 1955b) when they used 
the mined road problem at seven levels of reality (verbal, photographic, 
miniature scale model or real presentat1on, or various amounts of manipu-
lation of the scale and real versions). 
On the other hand contrary results have been reported. Cobb and 
Brenneise (1952) reported that ttanchor real and extension solution of the 
two-string problem" decreased as concreteness decreases over four steps. 
Gibb (1956) te.ted children in .ubtraction problems with three degrees of 
concreteness. He found significant differences and no interaction. Rimoldi, 
Fogliatto, Reye8, Haley, Erdmann, Zacharias (1962) have reported a signifi-
cant interaction (schemata-content) using problems with three different 
schemata and four contents for each one of them. In the present project, 
problema with three degrees of complexity and four degrees of eoncretenesl 
haa been studied. 
E. The importance of age in problem solving. 
Several studies have reported that age is an important variable 
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in most types of problem solving. Sate (1933) working with children and 
adults had found that the former were more affected by the amount of train-
ing than by the difficulty level of the problems, while the reverse was 
true for adults. Hunter (1957) reported that 16 year olds did better than 
11 year olds on his syllogistic-like problems. Moraes (1954) found diff-
erent patterns of thinking among school children of different age. on 
arithmetic reasoning problems. Rimoldi, Fogliatto, Baley, Reyes, Erdmann; 
Zacharias (1962) found that college fre.hman use fewer questions in order 
to solve a problem than do high school freshman. It was also found that 
the college students as a group improve more under training than high school 
students. In the present study the importance of educational level has 
been investigated using high school freshman and college freshman as sub-
jects. 
Riaoldi, Meyer, Meyer, Fogliatto (1962) report a research with 
graduate students (from 23 to 40 years old) in which the description and 
analysis of the sequential organization of complex process was studied (i.e., 
problem solving) and also how these change from early life to old age. 
New research, not yet reported, has made use of information theory in which 
a series of problems have been administered to subjects of varied age 
level (from 11 to 80 years old). Tentative results indicate that uncertain-
ty in problem solving decreases with chronological age to the young adult 
level and then gradually increases. 
F. Methodology. 
Johnson (195') discussed three techniques for the analysis of 
individual differences in thought processes. 1) comparison of groups 
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(in respect to age, sax, education, or ways of attacking the problem). 2) 
corralational analysis (the time of solution, number of responses, number 
of right answers). 3) factor analysis. 
Vinacke (1952) distinguished three stages of behavior during 
problem •• iri.ng situations: a) confrontation of tt.e problem, b) working 
toward the solution, and c) solution, or failure to solve the problem. 
Once the individual knows that there is a probl(;lll to be solved, he attack-
ed it. The three principal modes of attacking a. problem are: a) trial 
and error, b) insight and c) gradual analysis. A mode of attack will lead 
the subject to one of the ~our kinds of solution: s)immed!at., b) gradual, 
c) steady, or d} sudden. 
A technique siailar to the one to be used in this study was 
devised by Bryan (1954) for evaluating electronic trOUble shooting. Glaser, 
Danrin, and Gardner, (1954) presented a similar technique, the Tab Item 
Technique, whieh was also used in electronic trouble shooting. John and 
Rimoldi (1955) and John (1957) studied the sequential properties of com· 
plex rea.oning by means of the Problem Solving and Information Appar~tu$. 
This apparatus may be Useful in studying certain phases of abstract reason-
ing, but eannot be used in a variety of situation$ where lees abstract 
probl~s are examined. 
The technique used in this study was devised by Rimo1di (1955). 
The technique was first applied to study mental processes in medical stu-
Gents. A series of studies related to this approach have been published 
by the Loyola Psychometric Laboratory ovet' a period of several years 
(Rimoldi, 1960, Rimo1di, 1961, Rimoldi, Devane, and Haley, 1961). 
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A final report by Rimo1di, Haley, Pog1iatto (1962) summarized the 
whole work. This approach has been applied to other areas than 
medicine (Tabor, 1959, Mohrbacher, 1960, Gunn, 1961, Rimoldi, Meyer, 
Meyer, Fogliatto, 1962, Fogliatto, 1962). The same technique has been 
used to evaluate the effect of training in high school students 
(Rimoldi and Devane, 1961) and in high school and college students 
(Rimoldi, Fog1iatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, and Zacharias, 19~2). 
The studies described in the previous paragraphs deal with 
evaluation of the &ubjects t performances using group norms. In the 
present research the performance of the subjects in problem solving 
has also been studied using schemata norms as described by Rimoldi, 
Haley, Fogliatto, and Erdmann (1963). 
CllAPTEB. I II 
PROCEDURB 
A. Design of the experiment: 
1. Pre-testing sessions: every subject whether control or experi-
mental received at the beginning of the experiment 3 problems of type £. 
(see problems). 
2. Training sessions: the experimental subjects (high school 
and college) completed at least 24 problems - 12 of type! and 12 of type 
~. (aee problems). 
3. Post-testing sessions: every subject whether cDntrol or ex-
perimental received at the end of the experiment: 
a) the aame 3 problems of type £ that were administered at the 
beginning. 
b) 2 problema of type ~ similar to the ones used in training 
sessions. 
c) 2 problems of type b similar to the ones used in the train-
-
ing sessions. 
d) 2 new problems completely different from the ones used in 
the training sessions (1 of type a and 1 of type c). 
- -
B. Subjects: 
The subjects used in this study consist of a group of 38 experi-
mental subjects (19 male high school and 19 male college freshman) and 38 
control SUbjects (19 male high school and 19 male college freshman). 
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1. The high school subjects were selected among the freshmen 
of St. Ignatius High School, Chicago, Illinois, if they had an I.Q. of 
118 or above on the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Abilities. On this basis 
seventy students were selected. The Raven'S Progressive Matrices Testa 
and Thought Problems, Part 1, were administered to all of them. Nineteen 
experimental-control pairs were selected and each pair matched for I.Q., 
and for the score on the Raven Progressive Matrices Test. The subjects 
after being matched were randomly assigned to be a control or experimental 
subject. 
2. For the college subjects, SO were selected a~ng the fresh-
men of Loyola University College of Arts and Sciences. The Raven Progress-
ive Tests and Thought Problema, Part I, were administered to all of them. 
Using their scores on these two tests, 19 experimental-control pairs were 
selected. Each member of the pair was randomly assigned to be an experi-
mental or control sUbject. For the college students, it was lwt possible 
to match them according to I.Q. because school records could not easily 
be compared. 
The Mean, Standard Deviations and Number of Subjects for the 
I.Q.'s, the Raven's Progressive Matrices Tests, and the T~~ught Problems, 
Part I, are presented in Table 1. 
Table 2 presents the correlation for the matched pairs. 
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TABLE I 
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION AND N'OMBER OF S'CB..TECl'S FOR RAVEN, 
I. Q. AND THOUGHT PROBLEMS . 
PART I POR HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS 
. 
High School College 
Tests Control Experimental Control SXperimental 
M CJ N M {} N M a N M a N 
Raven 49.74 4.26 19 48.84 4.25 19 51.84 5.01 19 52.53 4.49 19 
I.Q. 125.21 7.30 19 125.68 7.38 19 
Thought 
Problems, 11.29 3.39 19 11.91 3.99 19 13.24 3.56 19 13.67 3.40 19 
Part I 
TABLE II 
MATCHED PAIR CORRBLATI~S FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Raven Test ................... " .... .94 
High School 
Henmon-Nelson I.Q. ............... .98 
Raven Test . , ..................... • 89 
College 
ThoubhtProblems, Part I .... , .... .82 
. 
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c. Probl ... : 
Thre. different types of problems are used in this researeh. 
Rvery problem was individually administered to the subjects in all the 
sesGiona. A sample of the problems are presented in the appendix. 
1. Problems of type a.* 
-
The subject 1s presented with a problem and a set of questions 
from whicb he may select all many qu.estions .s he wisbes and in any order 
that be desires. Each, question ie presented on a separate card. The 
answers are presented on the reverse side of the cards. When the subject 
thinks he has enough information, he stops selecting questions and gives 
his answer. He records the questions that be has asked in the correspond-
ing order as well a. the answer. 
ProbleIUI of type a are probleu 31, 3.3, and 35. The numbers x'afar 
-
to degrees of complexity in the sohemata. 
For problems n the sohem.ata oan be represented a8 a tree 
FIGURE I 
·Tbese probl~ have been developed by the experimenter in collaboration 
with the Director and other meVlbttrs of the Loyola Psychometric Laboratory .. 
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or a fourfold table with degrees of freedOM 
a c 
D 
A I 
rlGORa l 
for problem II h 
S /» / fa,,: I-C a /~D c A\C(, Ii. \r/: D 
/' D~ ~D , A I 
J1IGtlUI: l 
For probleme 15 & • 
.£ A 
a/g / I-a 
~G ~c B 
C 
/' /1. n 
A-C-' A-F-B 
\ ""'0 ~c A I \/: A a/a 
~G 
""c Flt'.Ut1 4 
Each of these problems has four forms. In form A the problem 
is presented in a concrete way. Form B is an abstract presentation of 
the problem. Form C 1s a negative presentation of the problem. In form 
D the answers are given in letters instead of using numbers as in forms 
A, B, and C. 
At least 12 pro~lems of type a were completed by the experimen-
... 
tal subjects during the training sessions. In the post-testing se.sions 
the 2 problema of type a were: 'lot and 358 t • They have the same schemata 
... 
as 31 and 35 and the content of form D and B respectively. 
A new problem of type a was also used in the post-testing 
... 
sessions; this is problem 41A. The schemata can be represented as a 
matrix. 
N 
B C 
A 
N B + • 
C 
Initiate D 
E + + + 
S F 
G 0 0 0 
H 
2 1 2 
aece1ve 
D E F 
+ + 
• • 
0 0 0 
2 1 1 
FIGURE 5 
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0 
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0 
0 
o 
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+ 
0 
o 
2 
2 
1 
S 
o 
o 
o 
1 10 
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2. Problems of type b * 
-
In problems of type ~ the subject is presented with a drawing; 
he has to identify an area pre-selected by the experimenter. In this 
type of problem, the subject generates his own questions. After ask-
ing several questions, the subject will understand the principle involved 
in th.e problem, then he will indicate his sOlution for the preselected 
area. A~ in the case of problems of type a, he will record the questian. 
-
he has asked in the order that he has asked them and record the anawer 
upon which he has deeided. 
Problems of type b are probl~s 32, 34, and 36. Each one of 
-
tIlsae problems has a different figure. For ev'ery figure four different 
forms (A,B,C, and D) were developed. Form A is the most simple and form 
D the most complex with, two degrees of complexity in between (B and C). 
Every subject in the experimental group completed at least 12 p'roblem~ 
of type!. In the post-testing sessions, 2 problems of type ~ were ad-
ministered (32F and 34" .. ft.ey have the same figure as problems 32 and 36 
respectively. N~verthelessJ for problem 32F the prineiple involved was 
lying rationale was a serie$ of letters or Dumbers at combination. of 
both following a horizontal pattern. In problem 321 a werLe. of numbers 
was used but follewed a vertieal pattern. For problem 36P the .... figure 
and content as the "'4l~ u,,~d in the tl:aining sessions was kept. 
* 'l'hue problema have been developed by the experimenter. 
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3. Problema of type c*. 
-
In problems of type ~ the subject i. presented with a problem 
and a set of questions, or a figure and a set of questions. The subject 
proceeds in the same way a8 in proble. of type ~. Problema of type care 
-
problem. 1, 19, and 2S which were used in the pre and post-testing sessions 
and problem 26 which was used only in the post-testing sessions. Problems 
1 and 25 are figure~robl ... and problems 19 and 26 are word problems. 
D. Methodology. 
1. Scoring methods: 
a) Group Norma; 
The subjects were scored in term. of group norms using a techni-
que deviled by Rimoldi (1960). This technique utilizes the frequency of 
selection of a specific question in a particular order. Theae frequencies 
are converted to proportions to indicate the percentage of the total 
group that respond using a specific question in that order. In order to 
score a subject the proportion corresponding to every question asked is 
accumulated in the corresponding order. This gives the observed score (0). 
Proportions for every card in every possible order are also 
computed on the basis of randomness. By subtracting these proportions (B) 
based on randomness from the observed (0) proportions a table of (o-B) is 
computed. Using these proportions, it is pos.ible to obtain a (O-E) score 
for every subject by accumulating the (0-1) proportions corresponding to 
any questions he asked in the corre.ponding order. 
* these problema were available at the Loyola Psychometric Laboratory 
fro"" prf,vious research (Cooperative Researeh Project No. 1015) 
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With these norms every experimental subject was scored in all 
the problems of the training sessions. 
b) Schemata Norms: 
Problems of type != 
A scoring method described by Rimoldi, Haley, Fogliatto and 
Erdmann (1963) was used for problems of type a in order to score the 
-
subjects in terms of schemata norms. This technique is based on the prop-
erties of the problems. This means that the frequency of selection of 
eaeh question in a particular order is established in terms of the se-
quence of logical relationships involved. As in the previous method these 
frequencies are converted to proportions to indicate the pereentage of 
the total possible selections (as indicated by the sehemata) for that 
specifie question in that partieular order. 
This gives a table of observed proportions (Os). A table (~E) 
proportions is also computed. The procedure for scoring the subjects is 
similar to the one used with group norms. 
The experimental subjects were scored using these norms on the 
12 problems of the training sessions and on the 3 problems of the post-
testing sessions. The control subjects were scored on the 3 problems of 
the post-testing sessions. 
Problems of type b: 
-
For this type of problem there is no pre-established sequence 
of questions to be asked in order to solve the problem. The subjects 
originate their own questions. They can start asking about the areas in 
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any order they want or according to some possible sequence that they may 
discover by inspection of the figure. For example, some figures ha',.\! li.nes 
of different colora or of different kinds (straight, curved, dotted,ete.) 
or a eoabination of both. This could suggest to the subject tl~t there ie 
sODle relationship between tile color and kind of lines and the answer to the 
problem. Nevertheless, this does not always happen. Problem 32 (A,B,C,D) 
have different kinds of lines and the rationale involved has nothing to do 
\>1i th it. In probl em 34 (A,B,e ,n) different color and Itind of lines were 
used and the answer depends only upon the color. Problem 36 (A,B,C,D) has 
the same figure with different colors and kinds of lines. In form A only 
the colors are important, for form B the answer depends only on the killds 
of lines and in fot1ll8 C and D the anawers depend upon the colors and kinds 
of lines. This weans that the subject should try different approaches be-
fore finding the solution. It is not possible to say that one approach is 
better than the others. But, it is possible to limit the number of que.-
tions that are necessary in order to solve the problem. On this basis 
the 80 called Itscneaata nGru ff have been developed for every problem of 
type b. U.1ng this approach the SUbjects will receive a score on each 
-
question asked until he completes the uecessary number of questions needed 
to solve a problem. After that for ever)' question he as~ts, he will receive 
a score of cero. This means that when the performance curves are plotted, 
the plateau will be always found at the end of the curve. Using a similar 
approach as on problems of type ~ (Oa) and ~s-E) score is given to each 
SUbject. 
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The score obtained by accumulating the proportions for all the 
questions necessary in order to solve the problem (provided that the sub-
ject has asked at leut the minimUll number) is divided by the total number 
of questions asked. If the subject asks less than the required number of 
questions, he will receive a score for every question he has asked; but, 
in order to find his final score the cumulative sum of scores will be 
divlded by the specified number of questions. 
Vsing this approach every experimental subject has been scored 
on aveL¥' "ne ()f the 12 problems used in the training sessions and on the 
2 problems of the post-testing sessions. The control subjects have been 
scored on tha2 problems of the post-testing aesaions. 
Problems of type c: 
-
The schemata norms for the problems of type c are baaed on the 
-
principle of th.e process of eU.mination. This means that the question 
that eliminates the largest number of areas (in the case of a ,'cure) or 
possible answers (where it applies in the case of a word problem) should 
be aske4 first. The question eliminating the next largest number of areas 
or answers should be chosen second, and so on until the final solution 
is reached. After the sequence hu been developed, it is proceased the 
same as problems of type a. 
-
Bvery subject whether control or experimental haa been scored 
using these ROrm.s on the :5 problelllS of the pre-testing a.asions ana on 
the 4 problems of the post-testing sessions. 
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2. Performance curves: 
The performance curves indicate the subject's approach to the 
proble.. They are obtained by plotting the score of the subjects at each 
step. The way that a subject has attacked the problem can be compared with 
the tactic used by another subject. It is possible to compare the tactic 
of a control SUbject with the tactic used by his corresponding matched ex-
perimental subject. It is also possible to see the tactics that an exper-
imental subject has followed throughout the tests in the training sessions. 
Performance curves have been drawn for every control and experi-
mental pair using schemata norms in the problems of the pre and post-test-
ing sessions. (The performance curves of a control-experimental pair are 
presented in figures 26 to 33 inclusive). 
For the experimental subjects performance curves have been drawn 
using both schemata and group norms for every problem of the training 
sessions. 
Figures 14 to 25 present the performance curves for an experi-
mental subject throughout all the problems of the training sessions in 
the order that he has received them. 
When group norms are used for drawing the performance curves 
they will always show an increment on the curve because the scores are 
accumulated. Nevertheless, the deiree of increment will depen~ on the 
group, that is, a question that has been selected by a larger number of 
subjects in the group will have a very high score and consequently the 
performance curve will show a large increment at that point. By the same 
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token a card that has been selected by just one subject in the group will 
have a very small value even if the question is a very useful one. 
When the performance curves are based on schemata norms, the 
curve will not always show an increment. There will be moments when the 
subject had selected a useless question and no increase will be shown on 
the curve. These plateaux can appear at any moment on the curve for pro-
blems of type a and c (see figur~26,28,29 and 33). For problems of type 
- -
~, by the way that schemata norms have been defined, these plateaux will 
always appear at the end of the curve (See figur~31 and 32). 
3. Convex sets: 
The convex sets are obtained by plotting for every subject the 
(0.> score on the abscissa and the (Os.B) score on the ordinate (Rimoldi, 
Haley, 1962). Drawing successive lines from one extreme point to another, 
a poligonal convex set is defined in such a way that any corner of the 
poligonal convex set will represent a sequence followed by a subject; the 
other sequences or tactics will fall inside the convex set or on the 
boundaries. It is clear; that the eonvex set corresponding to the tactics 
followed by the experimental subjects will not necessarily coincide with 
the convex set, that emerge from the tactics followed by the control sub-
jects. 
Convex sets have been drawn for every problem of the pre and 
post-testing 8sssions using schemata norms. It is possible to compare the 
performance of the control and the experimental subjects, and also to com-
pare the college with the high school studeuta. The 'Convex sets for the 
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high school and cOllege students are presented in figur~34 to 57 inclusive. 
The numbers correspond to a subject who represents a tactic. The tactic 
on the boundaries of the convex sets are given at the bottom of the figures. 
Notice that the same score can be obtained using different tactics. But, 
the reverse does not hold; a tactic will always have the same score re-
gardless of the subject who worked the problems. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYS IS OF THE DATA AND FINDINGS 
A. Training sessions 
1. Experimental subjects 
a) Group norms. 
The problems used in the training sessions are 3lA,B,C,D; 33A, 
B,C,D; 35A,B,C,D; 32A,B,C,D; 34.8,&,C,D* and 36A,B,O,D. 
After scoring every experimental subject on all these problems 
using group norr~ ~~lyse8 of variances were performed separately for 
high school and college students as well as for pI'oblems of type.! and 
problems of type k. Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the analyses of 
variances for the high school students in problems of type .! and in proD-
lema of type ~ respectively. Similar analyses of variances were performed 
for the college students and the results are presented on tables , and 6. 
Of great interest here is to test the effect that the complexity 
of the problem represented by the schemata and the effect the familiarity 
of the content have on the process of solving these problems. The inter-
action between schemata and content is also of interest. 
The UP" ratio for the main effect sehemata and for the inter-
action between schemata and content are significant at the .001 level in 
all cases. This means that the complexity of the schemata 1s a signi-
ficant source of variation. The tfF't ratio for the main effect content is 
significant at the .001 level for the college stUdents in problems of type a 
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and in problema of type.,2- For the high school students the "F" ratio 
is significant at the 
.01 level on problems of type b and not significant 
. -
Oll problems of type .!. 
Figures6 and 7 present the mean of the accumulative score (group 
norms) for high school students on problems of type .! and on problema of 
type b. Similarly, figur~a and ·9 present the m.ean of the aec\Dulative 
-
score for the college students. Inspection of all these figures show that 
the interaction between schemata and content is highly significant in 
every case. 
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TAlILE III 
ANALYSIJ G: ~!ARIANCE FOR PROBLEMS OJ! TYPE a (TRAllUHG SESSIONS) 
a.~ 11m HIGH -S<"'HOOL STUDENTS BASED ON GROUP NOBMS 
-
" ... -~-"","",,~ 
Source Sum of SqUllres df Variance Estimate J1 
Main Effects: 
Schemata .025285 :2 .011642 8.94XXX 
Content .003281 3 .001093 1.06 
Subjects .017033 18 .000946 
Interaction, 
Schemata X Content .021671 6 .003611 4. 24xXX 
Schemata X Subjects .046894 36 .001302 
Content X Subjects .055450 54 .001026 
Inter.action: 
Sche~ta X Content X Subjects .092113 108 .00085.2 
- -
-
Total • .259727 221 
". 
xxx 
p < .001 
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'fABLS IV 
ANALYSIS OF VA:ZlANCE FDrl P:t.OBLmt.9 OF TYPE b (TRAINING SESSICltS) 
ON TIm 11.1GB SCHOOL STUDBNTS BASED cii GROOP NORMS 
Source Sum of Squares df Va:d.ance F 
Estimate 
.-.---_ ..... 
Main Effects: xxx Schemata .063180 .2 .031690 21.81 
Con.tent .00C777 1 .002925 S.,52xx 
Subjects .151939 18 .008441 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content .050606 , .008434 10.OCSxxx 
Schemata X Subjects .0479.24 36 .001331 
Content X Subjects .028644 54 .000530 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content X Subjects .090540 108 .000838 
Tot;;a.l .441810 227 
xx 
p <: .01 
xxx 
p <: .001 
~STe~ ~ LOYOLA  
UNIVERSITY 
~BRAR:!.../ 
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TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF VA.R1ANCE Fait PR.OBLEMS OF 'lYPE a (TRAINING SESSI<DS) 
ctf THE COLLEGE S'roDBN'l'S BASED ON GR.OuP NO~ 
-
. 
Source Sum of Squares elf Variance F 
Estimate 
Main Effects: 
Schemata .147868 .2 .073934 48.14xxx 
Content .064169 .5 .021389 29.50xxx 
SUltjects .035722 18 .001984 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content .125846 6 .020974 23.1Sxxx 
Schemata X Subjects .054636 36 .001511 
Contant X Subjects .039191 54 .000725 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content X Subjects .097786 108 .000905 
Total .565218 221 
~ 
p< .001 
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TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROBLEMS OF TYPE b (TI~INING SESSIONS) 
-ON THE COLLEGE STUDENTS BASED ON GROOP NOm1S 
Source Sum of Squares df Variance F Estimate 
Main Effect s : 
24. 29 xxx Sch .. :mata .029046 .2 .014.523 
Content .021903 3 .007301 11 • .52xxx 
Subjects .039128 18 .002173 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content .057309 6 .009551 22.63xxx 
Schemata X SUbo3ctS .021568 36 .000599 
Content X Subjects .034289 54 .000634 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content X SUbjects .04.%14 lOa .000422 
Total • .248357 227 
xxx 
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b) Length of plateaux. 
Every experimental subject was also scored using schemata not'lllS. 
After drawing the performance curves for every subject in every problem 
of the training sessions, the lengths of plateaux were calculated. Using 
the length of plateaux for every subject in every problem, analyses of 
variances were performed separately for high school students and for college 
students as well as for problems of type a and problems of type b. Tables 
- -
7 and 8 present the results of the analyses of variances for the high school 
students, tables 9 and 10 for the college students. 
For the college students the "F" ratio for the main effect 
schemata, the main effect content, and the interaction between schemata 
and content are significant at .001 level for problems of type ~ and for 
problems of type~. 
Por the high school students the ttptt ratio for the main effect 
schemata and the main effect content are significant at the .001 level for 
problems of type.!_ The "F" ratio for the interaction between schemata 
and content is not significant. 
For problems of type b with the high school students, the ttFff 
-
ratio for the interaction between schemata and content is significant at 
the .001 level. The nr' ratio for the main effect schemata is significant 
at the .05 level while the ifF" ratio for the main effect content is not 
s ignif icant • 
Figures 10 and 11 present the mean length of plateaux for high 
school students on problem of type! and k respectively. Looking at these 
figures it is possible to see that the interaction between schemata and 
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content is highly significant for problems of type ~, but not significant 
for problems of type ~. 
Figures 12 and 13 present the mean length of plateaux for the 
college students on problems of type.! and k respectively. Inspection of 
these figures shows that the interaction between schemata and content is 
highly significant for problems of type a and for problems of type b. 
- -
In sum.ary; the results of analyses of variance using group norms 
and the analyses of variance performed using length of plateaux shows that 
the schemata and content as well as the interaction between schemata and 
content are significant sources of variation. This is more significant 
for the college students. 
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TABLB VII 
ANALYSIS CJ1 VARlAlICI FOR PROBLEHS or TYPE a (TBAINING SBSSIc.S) 
-ON TBB RlGH SCIlOOL STUOUTS lASED ON LJmGTH OF PLATEAUX 
Source SUm of Squares clt Variance p Estimate 
Main Effects: 
Sche_ta 295.061 2 147.500 12.13xxx 
Content 112.574 3 37.525 8. 71 xxx 
Subjects 750 • .313 18 41.68.5 
Interaction: 
SChemata X Content 50.413 6 6.402 1.75 
SCbemata X Subjects 437.772 36 12.160 
Content X SUbjects 232.509 .54 4.306 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content X Subjects 440.155 108 4.811 
Total 2319.411 221 
,....xx 
p< .001 
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'1'ABLit VIII 
A.N.Al.YSlf~ OF VARlANClt 'OR PROBIJi.MS OF TYPB b ('i'RAINING SlSSI~S) 
-<»l THE R1GB seaOOL STUmun'S lASED ON LENGTH. Cf' PLATIAUX 
-
, 
• • I 
Sout"(!C Sum of Squares df Variance V Istimat¢ 
-
• • Ii • 
Main Effcctc: 
$eA,.:1tata 402.973 .2 201.486 4.1'x 
Content 18.364 1 26.1",1 2.36 
SUbject::; 198'.53.5 18 HO.30C1 
In.teraction: 
Schemata X Co!.\tent 211.128 6 4'.288 4. 31 xxx 
Seheuta .x Sub..; [!cte 1512.&58 36 42.02$ 
Conteat X Subjects '97.".2 54 11."5 
Interaction.. 
Sch",·J.oata X Content X Subjects 1135. iOB 108 lO.SiO 
Total '984.118 227 
x 
p <: .. OS 
xxx 
p < .001 
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TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE POR PROBLEMS OF TYPE a (TRAINING SESSlDNS) 
-ON '!'HE COLLEGE STUDENTS BASED ON Ll<:mm OF PLATEAUX 
Source Sum of Squares df Variane~ F Esti.mate 
Main Effects: 
30.7~ Schemata 188.008 2 94.004 
Content 141 • .561 3 47.187 19.erxx 
Subjects 271.868 18 15.103 
Interaetion: 
Schemat'1 X Content 60.334 6 10.139 4.97xxx 
Schemata X Subjects 110.159 36 3.059 
Content X Subjects 128.272 54 2.375 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Contcnt X Subjects 220.333 108 .2. O!~O 
Total 1121.035 221 
?'XX 
p< .01)1 
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TABLE X 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROBLEMS OF TYPE b (TRAINING SJ:SSlOOS) 
-ON Tf:tE COLLEGE STUDF.NTS BASED ON LENGTH OF' PLATEAUX 
Source Sum of Squares df Variance F Estimate 
!!ain Eff""ctti: 
Schemata 186.061 2 93.0'0 9.!.~7XXX 
Contant 261.000 3 87.000 6. 67xXX 
Subjects 715.710 18 39.761 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Content 630.079 6 10S.013 17.5SXXX 
Sche'l1ata :r SUbj'?cts 3.53.606 36 9.8.2.2 
Content X Subjects 704.500 54 13.046 
Interaction: 
Schemata X Cont(~nt X Subjects 646.921 108 5.990 
Total 3497.877 227 
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c) Performance curves, Group norms and Schemata Norms. 
It will be impossible to present the performance curves of every 
one of the 38 experimental subjects on the 24 problems of the training 
sessions using both group and schemata noras. 
Figures 14 to 19 inclusive present the performance curves accord-
ing to group norms for the 24 problems that one experimental subject took 
on the training sessions. The problems are presented in the order that he 
had taken them. In figures 20 to 2S inclusive the performance curves for 
the same subject are presented using schemata norma. 
Looking at the performance curves for problema 3lA,B,C, and D 
(figures 14 and 20) the differences on the curves can be seen when schemata 
and group nora. are used. In problems 31B and 31D, when scored according to 
the group norms, the subject received a very high score, his performance 
curve rapidly increases (figure 14). This means that he was in agreement 
with the group. Nevertheless, when his performance is scored according to 
schemata noras, the curves show plateau and very low values. He did not 
follow any ··10g1<:a1 sequence" as defined by the schemata. 
In problem 31C (figure 21) the subject shows a good performance 
according to schemata norma, his curve is increasing rapidly and no plateau 
is observed. He has followed one "logical sequence" as defined by the 
schemata norms. When he is scored according to group norms (figure IS) 
his performance curve increases slowly and he has a low value. He was not 
in agreement lLth his group. 
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Looking at figures 16 and 22 that pre$ent the performance curves 
for problem 35, we see a rapid increase on the curves when he is scored 
with group norms and also when he is scored with schemata norms. This 
means that he has followed a "logical sequencett according to the schemata 
and at the same time, he was in agreement with his group. 
Looking at figures 11, 18 and 19 that present the performance 
curves for problems 32A, B, C, Dj 34A, S, C, Dj and 36A, B, C, D; using 
group norms, and at figures 23, 24 and 25 that present the performance 
curves for the same problems using schemata norms, it can be seen that 
in all but two of these problems he has a better performance curve when 
using schemata norms than when using group norms. 
In summary, it can be concluded that a performance curve using 
group norms will not tell us how the subject has solved the problem but 
how he is in agreement with the other subjects in the group. The per-
formance curve using 8chemata norms will tell us how the subject has 
approached the problem. If he has used a "logical sequence", no plateaux 
will appear on the performance curve and his score and perf.~ee curve 
will be the same regardless of the group to which he belongs. 
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2. College versus high school students. 
a) Length of plateaux. 
One of the aims of this study was to see the influence that 
educational level has on the perfo~nce of these types of problems. Bor 
this reason the college students 8S a group were compared with the high 
school students on the 24 problems used in the training sessions. This 
comparison was done using length of plateaux calculated from the schemata 
norms • 
The mean, standard deviation, and "ttl values for each one of the 
24 problems of the training sessions for high school and college students 
are presented in table 11. The high school students show on all the prob-
lems longer plateaux than the college students. The "tit values (one tail 
test) are significant at the .05 level or more on 19 out of the 24 problems. 
From these results it can be concluded that the college students, 
in general, approach the problems in a "more logical" way than the high 
school students. 
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TABLE XI 
MEAl s AItD STAlDA.lU) DlWIATICliS OF LRIGTiI OJ' PLATEAUX, 
BUMBBR or SUBJsars ANI> "ttl VAl..UES J'OR lACK CIfI 
CI? TIll 24 PR.OIlLBMS OF TIn: TPADlS SUSICIIS 
J10fIt "l'ID IXPBRIHJnlTAL SUBJ'BaJ."S IN BlOB 1Ql00L AND OQ.LEQI 
l':-oblQmS High Seh~ol College 
Itt (J 1'1 M a 14 "t ft Values 
3lA 1.42 1.70 19 1.0S 1.10 19 .80 
B 4.4.2 2.21 19 /;,.11 1.97 19 .46 
C 3.14 2.11 19 1.16 1.S9 19 3.6""" 
D 4.11 2.12 19 2.68 .8' 19 2.11** 
3M J." J.G. l~ 1.19 1.54 19 ,.,.,... 
I 6.'3 2.31 19 4.26 2.20 19 3.06** 
'lYpe a C '.32 2.97 19 :;.32 2.62 19 2.20* 
D '.32 2.49 19 3.89 1.89 19 1.99* 
3.5A 2.00 2.43 19 1.21 2.01 19 1.08 
B 3.'.5 4.39 19 1.14 2.12 19 1" 9311 
C J.J1 3.63 19 .41 1.39 19 3.25** 
D 3.26 3.49 19 .9.5 1.51t 19 2.6[::** 
,SU. 3.37 2.81 19 1 ,.,~ .u:.< 1.84 19 i. :fJ.* 
• 3 • .53 l.33 19 1.31 2.01 19 2. .11<2* C 4.05 2.98 19 1.19 2.28 19 2.63** 
j,) 5.11 5 •• n 19 5.S':» 3.14 19 J...~.J 
J4A '.89 '.40 19 .!l.ot 3.14 1.9 1.10* 
B 1.12 '.78 19 2.21 3.01 19 3.4OH' 
Type b ,.. S.26 .5.98 19 2.26 2.83 19 1.98* ,-, 
1) 4.79 4 • .54 19 2.16 2.76 19 2.16* 
36A 10.00 4.33 19 9 .. 26 4.83 19 .50 
I 7.41 .5.08 19 4.53 4.74 19 1 .. 84* 
a 6.S} s.ss 19 2.63 £..43 19 2.39* 
"" ,.os ' • .54 10 .2G .71 19 3.74*** v 
* P <:' .OS 
** P <:' .01 
*** PC:::: .001 
B. Pre and post-testing 8e8sions. 
1. Control versus experimental subjects 
a) Schemata norma: 
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Table 12 presents the mean differences, the standard deviations 
of difference., and "t" values for differences between experimental and 
control subject8 on the accuaulative score for every problem administered 
during the pre and post-testing ses8ions for the high school and college 
students. 
Comparing experimental and control subjects on the accumulative 
score (schemata norms) in problem. 1, 19, and 25 which were administered 
in the pre and post-testing ee'8ion8, no significant differences are found 
neither for high school nor for college stUdents. It is possible that 
memory haa had an influence on the performance of the experimental subjects 
in the second administration of the •• problems. For here it appears that 
memory of the first administration has overcome the effect of the train-
ing between the administrations. 
Problems lID' and 3SB' have the same 8chema~a and eontent as the 
one used in the traiaing sessions. The differences between coatrol and 
experimental subjects are significant at the .001 level for problem lID' 
with both the high school and college studenta; and at the .01 level for 
problem 1S8' with college students. For problem 351' there is no signi-
ficant difference between control and experimental high school subjects. 
In problem 32F there 18 no significant difference between con-
trol and expert-ental SUbjects. The content of problem 32P was not similar 
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to the one used in the training sessions. Problem 36F has the same 
schemata and content as the one used in the training sessions; the ~ of 
the accumulative score is significant at the .001 level for college stu-
dents and at .01 level for high school students. 
Problems 26 and 4LA were new problema with different schemata 
than the ones used in the training sessions. There is no significant 
difference between control and exper~ental h1&h school and college 
students. 
In summary, these results seem to indicc:tc that when the prob-
leu have tile same schemata and content as the ones used in the train-
ing sessions, the differences between exper~ntel and control subjects 
on the "logicalU way of approaching a problem are signiU.cant. But, 
introducing a chal1&e in the schemata or in the content, the subjects with 
training seem to approach the problem in as similar 8. manner a£ the sub-
jects without training do when judged by the accumulative score obtained 
according to the schemata nQ~. 
('II .. 
TABLS :xlI 
MWf OURJ.tBNClS t STA1Ult\~ DEVL~nCtiS OF ~CES 
~ E.."(P11UMSIft'AL A111) 0CIrr'«& SUBJBCfS 
GIl DE AcaDIlLATl'R SOO,;;}~S (SaI~TA lfOa48), 
.aKR or SIB1!~crs AIID -t" .,.ALUIS BOR &A(It am fII TRB P QLEHS 
(M Tal p~-nST1NG AND PO;:;;'T""~STlJO SUSIWS 
ur DOll SalGOL AND C<».,.w~g STUmttnJ 
tip SChool Colle&e 
probleu , aD I Itt'· MO 00 N ntH 
Pre- 1 .... 00413 .01174 19 -1.01 
- .. oootl .02572 19 .... 10 
Te.ti.D& l~ .. OO1J4 .0.2613 19 1.:U .... 00666 .02475 19 -1.11 
25 .~3'11 .0%239 19 .72 
.. 00'" .0205' 19 1.18 
Post- 1 .002" .0.241' 19 .42 .00061 .01648 19 .16 
Te6tina 19 .. 00110 • 02963 19 1.04 . .00380 .00804 19 .47 
" 
.... 0045' .0235' 19 ... 1 .. 21 .00101 .0:U03 19 .. l:i 
TylJe a :stD* • 048f8 .OJ2.24 19 4 .. 06*** .05921 .06294 19 4 .. 10 .... 
lSB t .. 01179 .04901 19 l .. JC .03326 .049'3 19 2.~l3** 
Type b 3ar -.00010 .00082 19 .... ,,3 -.00002 .00068 19 
- .ll ,. 
.00210 .003" 19 3.,.... .. G0422 .00265 19 6 .. ~~*** 
New :M .010J3 .03969 19 l.l6 
- .. 00203 .0414.2 19 .... 18 
Problem. 41A .... 0087' .03187 19 -l .. CU -.OO64J .OSOO7 19 
- • .56 
* P <::: .05 
** II' c::::: .. 01 
***p <" .001 
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b) Length of plateaux: 
By inspection of the performance curves using schemata norms 
(figures 20 to 33 inclusive), it can be seen that there are moments in 
the solution of the problem when no improvement is observed. This means 
that the subject had selected a useless question, a question that has a 
score of zero. Observing the performance curves of every subject in all 
the problems, it is possible to know the length of plateaux that each sub-
ject has in every problem. In table 13 the mean differences, standard de-
viation of differences, number of subjects, and "t" values are given for 
the differences between control and experiaental high school and college 
subjects for the problems of the pre and post-testing sessions. 
When comparing experimental and control subjects in problems 
1, 19, and 25 that were used in the pre and post-testing sessions, no 
differences on the length of plateaux is observed. 
Problems 31D' and 358' have the same schemata and content as 
the one used in the training ee.sions; the differences between control 
and experimental are significant at the .01 level or more. 
Problem 32F has the same figure but different content than the 
one used in the training sessions; the differences are not significant. 
Problem 36F has the same schemata and content as the one used in the train-
ing sessionsi the differences between control and experimental are sig-
nificant at .001 level for the college students and at the .01 level for 
the high school students. 
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Problems 26 and 41A were new problems. The differences are in 
the expected direction, but a .05 level of significance was reached on 
problem 26 only with the college students. 
In summary, by the study of length of platea~c comparing con-
trol and experimental ;ubjects, it can be concluded that when control and 
experimental subjects know the problem there is no significant difference 
in the way that they approach the problem. But, there is a significant 
difference when the problem has the same schemata and content as the one 
used in the training sessions. When the probl~ns have a different schemata 
or content than the one used in the training sessions, the SUbjects with 
training always approach the problem in a more ulogicaP' way than the sub-
jects without training, nevertheless the differences do not always reach 
a level of significance. 
Comparing these results with the conclusions on acclBnUlative 
score, it can be seen that, in general, they are similar. Nevertheless, 
the study of length of plateaux seems to be a more sensitive technique 
than the study of the accumulative score. The accumulative score is 
obtained by accumulating the score corresponding to every question that 
the subject has asked. If the subject asked useless questions, he re-
ceived a score of zero; yet he is not punished by the number of useless 
questions he asked. However, the useless questions are taken into con-
sideration in the study of length of plateaux. 
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TABLB XIII 
MEAN DDFEimNCES, STANDARD DEVlATlOOS OF DIFFEImNCES 
BETWEEN Ccm-ROL AND EXPE.:.Wt.iEN'l.'AL SUBJEOTS 
~ 'nIB LENGTH OF PLATr":JilJX, 
mJM.8ER. W SUBJECTS AND "t" VALUBS FOR l:~CH <1413 OF THE PR08Lm1S 
Cl<' THE P;:m ... TESTlNG AND POS'1' ... Tf~ST1.JfG SBSSla.S 
OF 1IlGB SQtOOL AllD COLLOOE STUDENTS 
1I1gh School College 
Problems t-lD aD N fit" Mo aD N Ut" 
Pre- 1, • .36842 2.21597 19 .71 - .10526 1.31246 19 .... ;3 
Testing 19 • 631S8 3.32188 19 .83 .36842 2.41'36 19 .65 
2S 1.05263 '.101" 19 .ao 1 .. 63158 4.01.589 19 1.71 
Post- 1 - .10526 1.99123 19 .. .23 ... .0.5263 .60469 19 
- .38 
Testing 19 - .1.51S9 3.82814 19 
- .18 .. 631.58 2.118.56 19 1.01 
25 - .84210 3.61661 19 -1.01 .36842 1.92519 19 •• 83 
Type a 31D' 1.13684 2.'7196 19 2.94** 2.4210' 2.43474 19 4.33*** 
.358' 2.63158 3.7.586.5 19 3.05** 3.31.579 4.67977 19 3.09** 
Type b 3% .S189S 3.99099 19 .63 .31.519 3.22902 19 .43 
-
4.89414 1.45438 19 2.86** 8.1SS'9 5.14284 19 6.91'"* 
New 26 .68421 2.86651 19 1 .. 04 1.36842 2.67956 19 2.23* 
Problems 4lA .78941 2.14119 19 1.61 1.0'263 3.03443 19 1 .. 51 
* 1> c::::: .. 05 
** P c::::. .01 
*** pc:::::. 001 
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c) Performance curvas: 
It is i.mj,~ss:i.ble to present the performance curves for every 
subject QU all the problems they have taken. The performance curves for 
a control-experimental pair (schemata norms) are presented in figures 
26 to .n inclusive. 'fh1.s pair was selected not because it Ellllphasi:ted the 
differences between control and ~~peri.ental subject, but because, accord-
ing to the author, it 1s one o£ the typical cases. 
The performanae curves for problem 1, pre and post-testing, 
for the control-experimental pair presented in figure 26 show a plateau 
on the curve of the control subject in the post ... testing sessions. 
In figures 27 and 28 the performance eurvas for problem 19 in 
the pre and post-testing sessions show higher values for the experimental 
subject than for the control subject and no plate.s.ux en the curve of the 
experimental subject on the post-testing session. 
In the performan~e curves of problem 25 (figure 29) the ex-
perimental subject shows a higher value on the pre-testing session but 
longer plateaux than the control subject. The performance cur'/e for the 
control subject shows no platesux and higher values than the performance 
curve of the experimental subject in the post-testing session. 
The performance curves for problems 3lDt and 35B f (figure 30) 
show a f*bett;ertt performance for the experimental than for the control sub-
ject. The experim4ntal subject has higher values and no plateaux at all, 
while the coatrol subject has lower values aJ\d longer plateawe. 
6' 
Looking at figures 31 aad 32 for the performance carve. in 
problema 32F and '6F, the experimental subject shows no plateaux at all, 
while the control subject shows 6 and 12 plateaWK respect~vely which are 
the maxiDlUUl pos.ible lelllth of plateau for the •• two probl ... 0: 
lipre :53 shows higher value and lOllier length of plateawe for 
the control than for the experimental subject on problem 26. In problem 
4LA the eKperimantal subject reached a higber value but also shows a 
plateaux 011 t.he perfomance curve. 
In SUJrmI.ary, the performance curves of the control-experimental 
pair presented here show no clear differentiation between the two subjects 
on the perfo~ce curves of problems 1, 19, and 25 in the pre-testi~g 
sessions. When the same proble~ 1, 19, and 25 were administered at the 
end of the experiment, the experimental ~ubjects had a "betterU perfor-
mance on problems land 19. In problem. 25 the ;!ontrol subject had a 
"oettert1 performance tll.S.n the experimental subject. 
Looking at tlw perCormance curves for problems ~lD', 3SB', 
32P and 30P, a clear differentiation is demonstrated. The experimental 
iubject has no plateaux at all on the performa.""lce curves. This means 
that he has solved the problems using a hlogical" sequence of questions. 
Tn. control subject ah$wed a larg@ number of plateaux on the performance 
curves of th.s. problema. This means that h~ baa solved the problems 
using a "nonlogical" sequence according to the schemata norms. Regarding 
the new problems 26 and 41A no clear differentiation between the per-
formance of the two subjects 1s found. 
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The performance curves of just one control-experimental pair 
was selected among the 38 control-experimental pairs. It 1s not possible 
to say that the performance curves of all the control-experimental sub-
jects are like the ones presented here, but, in general, they follow the 
trend explained above. 
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d) Convex sets: 
After scoring every control and experimental subject using 
schemata norms on the problems of the pre and poat-testing sessions, 
poligonal convex sets were drawn by plotting the (Os) score on the 
abscissa and the (Os-E) score on the ordinate, (see methodology #3). 
Comparing the convex sets for control and experimental subjects 
(figures l4 to 45 inclusive) on problems 1, 19, and 25 in the pre-testing 
and post-testing sessions no clear differentiation is found. In problem 
1 the convex set for the experimantal high school student. in the post-
testing session shows a greater variation than for the control subjects 
in the (Os-B) score. 
POl' pS'oJ)lem 31D' the nlogical sequences" to be followed ia 
order to solve the problem are 2,4,7 or 2,7,4 and 2,3,8 or 2,8,3. The 
convex sets for problem 3lD' (filare 46 and 41) and the sequences follow-
ed by the SUbjects whose taeties fallon the boundaries of the coavex 
sets snow that fi~ of the experimental hiih school subjects followed. 
the sequence 2,4, and 1 while just I control subject followed that 
sequence. For the college students eight of the expertmental subjects 
followed the sequences 2,4,7 or 2,3, and 8 while 1 control subject follow-
ed the aequence 2,4, 4nd 7. All of theae subjects have a (Os) score • 
• 15 and a (Os.E) score •• 12. 
The sequenees of the subjects that have a (Os> score •• 1S but 
a (O.-E) •• 11 (experimental bigh school subjects .2 and 11, experimental 
college subjects 5,12,16 and 18 aDd eoatrol college subject 18) show that 
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all of them selected cards corresponding to one of the sequences 2,4,7, 
2,7,4 or 2,8,3; but, they selected one question more. This question was 
placed in the middle or at the end of the sequence and this question be-
longs to the other logical sequence. For example, experimental high school 
subject 11 selected the sequence 2,7,4,8 and ~perimental high school 
subject 2 selected the sequence 2,3,4, and 7. 
The sequences of the subjects whose (Os) score • .15 and (Os-E) 
score •• 10 (experimental high school subjects 3 and 14; control high 
school subject 19; experimental college subjects 10, 13, IS, 17 and 19) 
show that they have selected the two sequences one after the other. Ex-
perimental college subject 13 and experimental high school subject 3 
selected 2, 4, 7, 3, and 8. The other subjects alternated between the 
two sequences. 
In the high school stUdents experimental subject 9 and control 
subjects 9 and 13 have a (0.) score •• 15 and a (Os.E) score • .09. The 
sequences followed by these subjects show that they selected beside the 
two sequences one more question. This means that they have selected six 
questiol~ in order to solve the problem instead of the three required ones. 
The subjects with a (Os) score • .15 and a (Os.E) score •• 08 
(control college subject 15 selected 7 questions, the two required logical 
sequences and two more queations. Experimental high school subject 4 
with a (Os> score = .IS and a (Os.E) score • .064 had selected the sequence 
2,4,3,7,9,8,1,10 and 6. it can be seen that sequence 2,4, and 7 is located 
among the first 4 questions he had selected). 
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In figure 46 the convex sets for high school subjects show that 
experimental subject 12 and control subject 16 have the same (Os) score = 
.125. Their sequences are 2,4 (subject 12) and 2,3,6,7,8,5,4,1,9,10, (subject 
16). Notice that the first two questions belong to one of the logical se-
quences, and, that is the reason that they have the same (Os) score. But, 
while subject 12 asked no more questions and his (Os.E) score a.10, subject 
16 asked 8 more questions. He is punished for all these useless questions 
he has asked and his (Os.E) score •• 025. 
Looking at the same figure 46 control high school subject 6 has 
a (Os) score • .05 and a (Os.E) score • .02. His sequence is 8,4,7; he se-
lected three questions but he did not ask questions number 2 which is the 
most important and should, according to the schemata norms, be always asked 
in the first place. Experimental high school subject 1 and 18 selected the 
sequences 6,8,2,4,3 and 3,2,4,8,7 respectively. The only question that has a 
score is question number 8 for subject 7 and question number 4 for subject 
18. They had selected the other required questions of the logical sequences, 
but in a wrong order and consequently they received a score of zero for them. 
The sequences of subjects 7 and 11 of the control group are 7,2,8,4,3,1 and 
4,7,2,3,8,5 respectively. Their situation is similar to experimental subjects 
7 and 18 80 they received a score for only one question (8 and 7 respectively). 
The (Os) score for the 4 subjects is .025. Nevertheless they differ in terms 
of the (Os.E) score by the fact that experimental subjects 7 and 18 selected 
4 questions with scores of zero, and their (Os-E) score. -.025 while control 
SUbjects 7 and 11 have 5 questions with scores of zero and their (0 _E) score 
s 
= -.035. 
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Control subjects 4,5 and 18 have a (0.) score =.00. This means 
that they have not selected any required question in the right order. Subject 
4 selected four questions and his (Os.E)score = -.04 while subjects 5 and 
18 selected S questions and consequently their (Os.E> score = -.045. 
A similar approach can be followed in order to complete the study 
of the convex set for the college students (figure 47).Control college sub-
ject 12 has a (Os) score •• 10 and a (Os_B)score = .065.The sequence that he 
followed is 2,5,6,7,4,3,9,8,10. He received a score for question number 2 
and a zero score for all the other questions.He selected question 7 and 4 
but in the fourth and fifth order instead of the second and third order. 
Control subjects 2,S, and 13 have the same (Os) score m .05.This 
means that they received a score for the second and third questions they 
asked. The differences in the (Os-B) scores are due to the fact that subject 
13 selected 8 questions for which he received a score of zero while subjects 
2 and 5 selected only one question with a zero value.Looking at the bottom 
of the convex set there are 5 control subjects and 1 experimental subject 
that have an (Os) score m.02S.They received a score for just one question •. 
The differences in (Os·E) scores are due to the number of questions that 
they have selected with a score of zero. 
In summary, it can be concluded that the convex sets for problem 
3lD' shows a clear differentiation between control and experimental SUbjects. 
Seventeen experimental college subjects are located in the upper boundaries 
of the convex set while only three control college subjects are in that place. 
For the high school students the ratio is eleven experimental to four con-
trol subjects. 
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The convex set for problem 35B' (figures 48 and 49) show that 
9 of the college students followed a logical sequence while 1 of the con-
trol subjects followed a logical sequence. For the high school students 
7 experimental subjects had followed one of the logical sequences while 
just 1 control subject did so. If one wished to do a detailed study for 
problem 3SD', a similar approach as the one followed for problem 31D' 
should be performed. 
Figures 50 and 51 present the convex sets for problem 32F. In 
figures 52 and 53 the convex sets for problem 36F are presented for the 
high school and college students respectively. 
Notice that in these problems (type b) the sequences followed 
... 
by the subjects are not presented, but the number of questions that the 
subject used in order to solve the problem is presented. Inspection of 
the figures 50 and 51 show that the convex sets for the control subjects 
in both high school and college students coincide on the lower boundary 
with the convex sets for the experimental subjects, nevertheless, the 
convex sets for the experimental subjects show higher values on the left 
upper corner. 
In figures 52 and 53 the convex sets for the control subjects 
become a line that is located in the lower boundary of the convex set 
for the experimental sUbjects. It can be seen that only the experimental 
subjects asked the required or le88 than the required number of questions. 
Every control subject asked more than the required number of questions in 
order to solve the problem. For the high school control subjects the 
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number of questions ranked from 6 (subjects 3 and 1) to 18 questions 
(subjects 5,9,11,12,13,11), that is, the maximum number of questions they 
can ask. For the college control students the rank goes from 9 questions 
(subjects 2,3,14) to 18 questions (subjects 4,8,10,15,11,19). In the 
experimental high school students 4 of them solved the problem with the 
required 5 questions, 4 subjects solved it with 4 questions and 1 subject 
solved it with 3 questions. In the college students 8 of them used the 
required number of questions in order to solve the problem. 2 subjects 
solved it with 4 questions and 2 other subjects solved it with 2 questions. 
It can be seen that several experimental subjects solved the 
problem with less than the required number of questions. The problem can 
be solved with 4 questions if the subject assumes that the code is based 
on the color and kind of lines, and he starts asking questions on this 
basis. To follow this approach is a very "good guess" for this problem 
and it was followed by several experimental subjects who had similar 
~ problem. in the training sessions, but, computing the schemata norms on 
4 questions will punish the control lubjects who do not know the problem 
at all and had no '·good guessing" approach. It was decided that with 5 
questions the problem eould be solved even if the subject had no idea 
of the rationale underlying the assignment of values to the different 
areas. The convex sets for problem 36F show a clear differentiation be-
tween control and experimental subjects. 
The convex sets for problem 26 in the high school students 
(figure 54) show higher values for the experimental than for the control 
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subjects • In the convex set for college students (figure 55) the ex-
peri&ental subjects .how lower score than the control subjects. 
The convex .et for problem 41A in the high school students 
(figure 56) shows a greater variation, in terms of the (0.) score, for 
the experimental subjects than for the control subject.; the rever.e is 
observed on the (Os-B) score. In the convex set for the college students 
(figure 57) the higher values are observed for the experimental subjects •. 
A detailed study of the convex set. was presented here for 
problems SID' and 36F. These two problema have been selected because 
their schemata is very clear and a small number of questions are required 
in order to solve the problems. There is no other reason and a si&ilar 
stUdy can be performed with anyone of the convex .ets for any problem. 
In summary, the .tudy of the convex sets permit one to differ-
entiate between the control and experimental subjects. It is possible to 
see the .equenee or tactic followed by each subject in order to solve tile 
problem. When the convex sets are based on the ~emata norma as in the 
cas.s described here, it is po.sibl. to see the subject that has followed 
a "logical" sequence, he will be at the upper corner of the convex set. 
It is also possible to .ee how a subject departed from the "logical" 
sequences. It .eems that when the subject starts asking the questions in 
a "logical" manner but does not finish the sequence, which means that he 
haa asked less than the required number of questions, his tactic will be 
located on the upper horizontal boundaries of the convex set. The fewer 
the questions he asked the lower will be his position on that boundary. 
The subject who falls on the lower eorner of the convex sets will be 
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the subject who has asked none or very few of the questions that belongs 
to any "logical" sequence. His location on that boundary will depend on 
the number of useless questions he has asked. The subject who starts ask-
ing question in a "logical" sequence but then departs from that sequence 
and asked questions at randmn will be located on the lower horizontal 
boundaries of the convex sets. Again, his position on that boundary will 
depend on the number of questions he has asked in a "logical" way. The 
subjects who asked all the questions that belong to one of the "logical" 
sequences according to schemata norms, will be located on the upper vert-
ical boundary of the convex set. If he asked just the required questions, 
he will fall in the upper corner of the boundary. But, if beside the re-
quired questions he has asked others, his location will fall lower on that 
upper vertical boundary according to the number of useless questions asked. 
The subjects whose tactics are located inside the convex sets 
are the ones who asked as many questions of a "logical" sequence as the 
subjects who are located on the same ordinate on the boundaries. Their 
position along that ordinate will depend on the number of useless ques-
tiona asked. 
All these implications can be seen by a close inspection of 
figures 46 J 47,48,49,52,S3,56 and 57 that presents the convex sets for 
problems 31D', 35B', 36F and 4lA which are the problems with a clear 
schemata. 
There are cases where the problem can be solved using differ-
ent sequences or tactics, but not all of them have the same weights. In 
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other words, if there are several "logical" tactics, there is one that is 
"more logical" than the others or there is a group of questions that should 
be asked. There is no absolute position in the sequence for every ques-
tion. The results are that several of the ttlogical" sequences will have 
different scores and the subjects who followed them will be located at 
different points on the convex sets. This is the case of experimental 
college subjects 3,12 and 17 and control college subjects 4 and 1 on prob-
lem 26 (figure .5.5) who have followed one of the "logical tt sequences, never-
theless, their locations are different on the convex sets. 
Looking at the convex set for the same problem (26) in high 
school students (figure .54), it can be seen that experimental subject 11 
had followed a "logicaltt sequence. However, his eore 1s lower than sub-
ject 19 who had selected a ttlogical sequence" but with two more questions 
at the end. This happened because according to the schemata norms subject 
19 had selected a sequence with more weights than the sequence selected 
by subject 11. 
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LlMlTS OF PERFOm1ANCE OF COLLBGI carra.OL AND EXPERIM1!:lfl'AL SUBJECTS CIf PROBLEM 2.5 OF THE PRE-TESTING SBSSXClfS BASED ON SamHATA NORMS 
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r- 2,3,1,9,.5 \ 6 1,9,15,11,18 12 2,3,1,4,9,6,11,13,14, 
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Control Experimental 
Subjects '£actics Subjects Tactics 
1 1,6,9,3,5 2,18 1,5,6,9,3 
8 1,5,6,3 
14 1,3,9,6 
2" 6,3,,5,9 
~ 5,14,13,8,6,9,3 
17 10,6,9 
9 3,6,5 
S 6,3,8,13 
16 5,6,7,10,1,9 
6 14,1,6,10,8,3,11,2,13,5 7 1,6,3,2,13,8,11,5,9 
19 5,6,13,1,3,14,4,8,10 
2. High school versus college students. 
a) Length of plateaux. 
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In order to study the effect that a particular educational level 
may have on the performance of these problems, the length of plateaux that 
appears on the performance curve of high school and college students on 
the problems of the pre and post-testing sessions were compared. 
Tables 14 and 15 present the mean and standard deviation of the 
length of plateaux and the ne' values for control and experimental high 
school and college students. These tables show that the mean for the 
length of plateaux is larger for high school than for college students 
with the exception of the control group on problem 36F. 
For the control subjects the differences are significant at the 
.OS level for problems 1 and 19 of the pre-testing sessions, and, for 
problems 1, 25, and 26 of the post-testing sessions. 
Table 15 shows that the differences for the experimental sub-
jects are significant at the .05 level for problems 19 and 25 of the pre-
testing sessions. For the post-testing sessions the differences are sig-
nificant at the .001 level for problem 25, at .01 level for problems 3lD' 
and 26, and at the .OS level for problem 36F. 
In summary, it can be concluded that the college students approach 
the problems in a more "logical tt manner than the high school students even 
if the differences do not always reach a significant level. Further, it 
seems that training has more effect on the college students than on the 
high school students. 
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TABLE XIV 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF LENGTH OF PLATEAUX, NUMBER OF SUB.1ECTS AND "ttt VALUES 
FOR EACH ONE OF THE PROBLEMS 
OF THE PRE-TESTING AND pOST-TESTING SESSl<»fS ON 'fllE BIGH SQlOOL AND COLLBGE CONTROL SUBJECTS 
High Sehoo1 College 
Problems M 0' N M 0' N Itt" Values 
Pre- 1 1.95 1.,54 19 .9,5 1.00 19 2.37* Testing 19 .5.05 3.30 19 J.31 2.41 19 1.19* 25 6.42 4.61 19 5.16 3.12 19 
.99 
Poet- 1 .84 .87 19 .32 .S7 19 2.18* Testing 19 2.19 1.91 19 2.47 1.98 19 .51 25 4.37 2.68 19 3.11 1.S9 19 1.16* 
Type a 31D' 3.95 2.09 19 3.31 2.S2 19 .17 35B' 5.68 2.51 19 5.05 3.14 19 .68 
Type b 32F 4.00 2.25 19 2.79 2.44 19 1.S8 36F 8.58 4.48 19 9.21 3.46 19 
- .49 
New 26 6.00 2.20 19 4.41 2.8S 19 1.8S* Problems 41A 4.26 2 • .59 19 3.41 2.28 19 1.00 
*p <: .OS 
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TABLE XV 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVlATIOOS OF LENGTH OF PLATEAUX, 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS AND tit" VALUES 
FOR EACH ONE OF THE PROBLEMS 
OF THE PRE-TESTING AND POST-TESTING SESSIOOS 
ON THE HIGH SCHOOL AND OOLLEGE EXPE1UMENTAL SUBJECTS 
High School College 
Problems M a II M a N Itt" Values 
Pre- 1 1..58 1.84 19 1.0.5 1.32 19 1.02 Testing 19 4.42 2.26 19 3.00 1.62 19 2.23* 25 .5.37 2.64 19 3 • .53 2.14 19 2.36* 
Post- 1 .9.5 1.70 19 .37 .74 19 1.36 Testing 19 2.95 2.46 19 1.84 1.56 19 1.66 25 5.21 2.80 19 2.74 1.33 19 3.47*** 
Type a SID t 2.21 1.91 19 .95 .94 19 2.58*" 35B' 3.0.5 3.73 19 1.74 2.n 19 1.27 
Type b 321' 3.42 2.82 19 2.47 2.44 19 loll 361' 3.68 S.13 19 LOS 3.08 19 1.92* 
New ~6 .5.32 3.14 19 3.00 2.70 19 2.44** Problems 41A 3.47 1.76 19 2.42 2.09 19 1.68 
* pC:::::::. OS 
** P <" .01 
*** P c::::::.. OOl 
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b) Convex sets. 
Comparing the convex sets for high school and college students 
for problem I of the pre-testing sessions (figures 34 and 3.5) show that 
the convex sets for the college students are higher than the convex sets 
for tile high school students. On the same problem for the post-testing 
sessions (figures 40 and 41) the convex sets for college students show 
less dispersion than the convex sets for high school students. 
In problems 19 and 25 of the pre and post-testing sessions 
(figures 36 to 39 and 42 to 45) the convex sets for college students show 
less dispersion than the convex sets for high school students. 
In problem 31D' the convex sets for college experimental subjects 
(figure 47) show less dispersion than the convex sets for the high school 
students (figure 46). Further, 17 college experimental subjects have 
the higher (Os) score whereas only 11 high school experimental subjects 
have the higher (Os) score. On the convex sets for control subject not 
much differentiation is found. 
The convex sets for problems 35B t , 32F and 36F show little diff-
erentiation between high school and college subjects (figures 48,49,50, 
.51, 52 and 53). 
The convex sets for problem 26 (figures 54 and 55) show larger 
dispersion in terms of the (Os.E) values for the experimental college 
subjects than for the high school experimental SUbjects. Comparing the 
control SUbjects the convex sets for the high school stUdents shows more 
dispersion than the convex sets for the college students. 
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The ~onvex sets for problem 41A (figures 56 and 57) show larg-
er values for college than for high school students in both control and 
experimental sUbjects. As a general statement it can be said that the 
college students show "better" performance than the high school students 
on approaching these problema. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This research has been designed in order to study individual 
differences in thought processes. Its primary interest was to study the 
proeess followed by the &ubject in order to reach the solution of the 
problem. For this purpose the performance of 38 experimental subjects 
were studied throughout 24 problems of the training sessions. 
The methods used to perform the study of this first part of the 
research were: group norms, length of plateaux calculated from. the schemata 
norms, and performance curves based on group norms and on schemata norms. 
Of special interest was the study of the cQnplexity of the prob-
lema represented by the schemata and the degree of abstraction of the 
content. The analysis of variance uaing group norms and length of plateaux 
show that the main effect schemata and the main effect content are sta-
tistically significant. The interaction between schemata and content is 
also significant. 
When comparing the performance curves based on group norms with 
the ones based on schemata norms, it is clear that the latter gives more 
useful information about the process followed by the subject when he is 
solving a problem. 
The .econd aim of this researeh was to study the individual 
differences in the process of solving a problem between subjects with 
training and subjects without training. For this purpose,the performances 
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of 38 experimental subjects were compared with the performances of 
38 control subjects individually matched before the experiment. These 
comparisons were made on the basis of 12 problems, 3 pre-testing and 
9 post-testing. 
The methods used to measure their performance were: schemata 
norms, length of plateaux, individual performance curves baaed on schemata 
norms, and convex sets based on schemata norma. The experimental subjects 
show a .tbettertf performance than the control sUbjects. When the experi ... 
mental s~bjects had any plateaux at all, they were shorter than the 
plateaux of the control subjects. 
The individual performance curves show that the process follow-
ed by the experimental subjftcts in order to solve a problem is ttbettertf 
than the one followed by the control subjects. This means that the ex-
perimental subjects always approach the problems in a more ttlogical n 
way. The greatest dif~erences were found in the problems similar to those 
used in the training sessions. 
The third aim of this research was to study whether the educa-
tional level had an influence on the process followed by a subject in 
order to solve this type of problems. The study of the length of the 
plateaux shows clearly that the process followed by the college students 
is always ttbetter" than the one follGwed by the high school students. 
The results of the present research confirm the one obtained on 
the previous Gne (Rimoldi, Fogliatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann, Zacharias, 
1962). The control and experimental subjects were compared on the num-
ber of questions they used in order to solve the problems and cGmpared 
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on the agreement concerning the questions they should ask. The results 
of the comparison between college and high school students is also con-
firmed. 
The methods used in the present research are more sensitive 
than the methods used on the previous research. The schemata norms give 
more clear information on the process followed by a subject in order to 
solve a problem than the group norms. More sensitive even than the study 
of the accumulative score according to schemata norms is the study of 
length of plateaux. 
Plateaux are found in that stage of a subject's performance 
when he asks either irrelevant questions or relevant questions out of 
their proper order. Thus, the length of a plateau is measured by the 
number of irrelevant or out-of-order questions selected in sequence. 
This measure may be interpreted in several ways. One would simply be 
an indication of the subject's lack of progress toward a solution. It 
might also be a period in which the subject is reformulating the prob-
lem. Likewise, it could merely represent a type of non-good.directed 
behavior during which the subject is ttgroping" for a possible clue. 
Regardless of the interpretation, the length of plateaux has shown it-
self to be an effective measure in the eharacterization of process. 
The study of the convex sets using schemata norms also give 
clear iRformation on the process followed by a subject in solving a 
problem, and also permits one to compare two groups of SUbjects. 
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Problem 19 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 
John Smith lives in a small city that has only three companies. These 
are the Grant 00., the williams Corporation, and the Gibbons Metals. Your 
task is to determine, if you can, which company John Smith works for. A set 
of questions regarding John Smith and the three companies is presented on 
the cards. The answer to each question is on the reverse side of the card. 
Look over all the questions and then decide which question you would first 
like to have answered and tell the examiner. Then turn over the card; read 
the answer and decide which question you would next like to have answered. 
Tell the t}!xaminer its number and turn over the card. Proceed in this way 
until you are satisfied that you have the answer to the problem. You may use 
as many questions as you feel you need to answer the question. However, do 
not use more quections than you feel you need. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
S. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Questions 
What is Mr. Smith's salary? 1. 
How much education has he had? 2. 
Is Mr. Smith married or single? 3. 
How old is Mr. Smith? 4. 
What kind of job does he have? S. 
How long has he had his present 6. 
job? 
How long has he lived in his 7. 
present home? 
What is the name of the city? 8. 
Where in the city does Mr. Smith 9. 
live? 
How many banks are there in the 10. 
city? 
Does Mr. Smith have a bank 11. 
account? 
Where is the Grant Co.? 12. 
Where is the Williams Corp.? 13. 
Where is Gibbons Metals? 14. 
Answers 
His salary is $8000 per year. 
He is a high school graduate. He 
wanted to go to college, but his 
family did not have enough money to 
send him. 
Mr. Sthith is married. He has three 
children. 
He is 46 years old. 
He is Supervisor of a loading dock. 
He ha& had his job for 11 yesrs. 
He has been in his present home for 
6 years. 
The name of the city is Springton. 
He lives at the North End of the 
city near the high school. 
There are two banks: the First 
National and the State Bank. 
No, Mr. Smith does not have a bank 
account 
The Grant Co. is just west of the 
city, off the main highway. 
The Williams Corp. is north of the 
city, just across the river. 
Gibbons Metals is near the center 
of the city. 
15. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
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Problem 19 
(Continued) 
Questions 
How long has Grant and Co. been 1S. 
in the city? 
How long has the Williams Corp. 16. 
been in the city? 
How long has Gibbons Metals been 17. 
in the city? 
How much education does Grant Co. 18. 
require of its employees? 
How much education does the 19. 
Williams Corp. require of its 
employees? 
How much education does the 20. 
Gibbons Metals require of its 
employees? 
Answers 
Grant Co. is the oldest firm in 
the city. It has been there over 
60 years. 
The Williams Corp. has been in 
the city about 15 years. 
Gibbons Metals opened its plant 
in this city 4 years ago. 
The policy of Grant Co. in recent 
years has been to hire ()Inly 
college graduates. As a result, 
all employees under 40 are college 
graduates. Some of the employees 
over 40 are only high school grad-
uates, while some others are 
college graduates. 
The Williams Corp. hires only 
college graduates for supervisory 
positions. Employees below super-
visor may be high school graduates 
only. 
Gibbons Metals has no policy on 
education. Its employees may have 
any amount of education. 
Solution: Mr. Smith works for the Grant Co. 
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Problem 25 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 
The figure here is composed of overlapping geometric figures and lines, 
forming twenty-five areas. You will notice that an area is any enclosed part 
of the figure that does not have a line through it. One of the areas has been 
picked at random. Your task is to find out which one it was. To find the 
particular area, you must discover enough facts about it so that it can be 
distinguished from other areas. You may discover these facts by using any of 
the questions you like. 
Proceed by reading over all the questions. Then decide on the first 
question you would like to have answered, and write its number on the page 
provided. Then take the card from the folder, and read the answer on the back 
of the card. After having read the answer, decide on th~ next question you 
would like to have answered. Write down its number and take th~ card from the 
folder. When you are satisfied that you have arrived at the answer, atop 
drawing cards, and write down your answer. Remember, you may use as many of 
the cards as you need to find the correct area, but don't draw any more than 
you need. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Questions 
Is it in the large square? 
Is it in the large circle? 
Is it in the small circle? 
Does the area have at least one 
right angle? 
Is the area a rectangle? 
Is the area a triangle? 
Is it outside the large square? 
Is it outside the large circle? 
Is it to the left of the straight 
dotted line? 
Is it to the right of the 
straight dotted line? 
Does it have all etraight line 
boundaries? 
Does it have all eurved 
boundaries? 
Does the area have at least two 
boundaries? 
Does the area have at least three 
boundaries? 
Does the area have at least four 
boundaries? 
Answers 
1. Yes, it is in the large square. 
2. No, it is not in the large circle. 
3. No, it is not in the small circle. 
4. No, it does not have at least one 
right angle. 
5. No, the area is not a rectangle. 
6. No, the area is not a triangle. 
7. No, it is not outside the large 
s..:.Iuare. 
8. Yes, it is outside the large circle 
9. No, it is not to the left of the 
straight dotted line. 
10. y~s, it is to the right of the 
straight dotted line. 
11. No, it does not heve all straight 
line boundaries. 
12. No, it does not have all curved 
boundaries. 
13. Yes, the area does have at least 
two boundaries. 
14. Yes, the area does have at least 
three boundaries. 
15. Yes, the area does have at least 
four boundaries. 
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Problem. 25 
(Continued) 
Questions 
16. Does the area have at least 
five boundaries? 
17. Does it have at least two 
straight line boundaries? 
18. Does it have at least three 
straight line boundaries? 
19. Does it have at least four 
straight line boundaries? 
20. Does it have at least two 
curved boundaries? 
21. Does it have at least three 
curved boundaries? 
22. Does it have at least four 
curved boundaries? 
23. Does it have a dotted boundary? 
24. Does it have two dotted boun-
daries? 
25. Does it have a straight line 
boundary? 
26. Does it have a curved boundary? 
Answers 
16. No, the area does not have at 
least five boundaries. 
17. Yes, it has at least two stra:Lght 
line boundaries. 
18. No, it does not have at least 
three straight line boundaries. 
19. No, it does not have at least 
four straight line boundaries. 
20. Yes, it does have at least two 
curved boundaries. 
21. No, it does not have at least 
three curved boundaries. 
22. No, it does not have at least 
four curved boundaries. 
23. Yes, it does have a dotted boun-
dary. 
24. No, it does not have two dotted 
boundaries. 
2S. Yes, it does have a straight line 
bOllndary. 
26. Yes, it does have a curved boun-
dary. 
Solution: The pre-selected area is NIO. 
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Problem 31A 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 
At Spencer High School the annual fall dance is about to be held. A 
dance committee has been selected to make the necessary arrangements. Both 
boys and girls are on the committee. A part of the committee is to take care 
of the refreshments for the evening and another part will look after the sale 
of the tickets for the dance. The list of the girls on the dance committee 
involved in the sale of tickets has been lost. From the other information 
available, which you will find in the questions, your object will be to dis-
cover the number of girls involved in the sale of tickets. 
Questions 
1. Is Spencer High School the only 1. No. 
coeducational school in the city? 
Answers 
2. How ma.ny boys attend Spencer 2. 240 boys attend Sj:encer High. 
High? 
3. How many boys are on the dance 3. 10. 
committee? 
4. Are there more girls than boys 4. Yes. 
at this school? 
5. How many students on the dance 5. 14. 
committee are assigned to 
supplying the refreshments? 
6. What is the total number of 6. 25. 
students on the fall dance 
committee? 
7. How much time would the com.. 7. 275 hours. 
mittee as a whole spend in 
preparation for the dance? 
8. How much t~e would the average 8. 11 hours. 
committee meuiber contribute? 
9. How many boys on the committee 9. 6 boys. 
are involved irt the sale of 
tickets? 
10. How many girls are on the refresh- 10. 10 girls. 
ment part of the dance committee? 
Solution! 5 girls. 
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Problem 3lB 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 
We have a certain number of objects, M, a part of which, for lack of a 
better name, will be called C's. The C's are composed of B's and G's. No 
B is a G and vice versa. Some of the C's also are R's and some others are 
T's. No R is a T and vice versa. How many Gts are also T's? 
Questions Answers 
l. Are there C's that are not B's and l. No. 
G' 81 
2. How many B's are G's? 2. 30. 
3. How many B's are M' s? 3. 120. 
4. How many C's are R's? 4. 35. 
5. Are there more G's than B's among 5. Yes. 
the We? 
6. What is the value of k times the 6. 550. 
C's? 
1. What is the total number of C's? 1. SO. 
8. How many B'. that are e's are also 8. 10. 
T's1 
9. How many G's that are C's are also 9. 15. 
R's? 
10. What is the value of k? 10. 11. 
Solution: .5 G's. 
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Problem 310 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers 
Assume that ~A, 0, P, and S, represent properties among F objects. 
Not-X, not~, and so on represent lack of these properties. Out of F objects 
some of them are X r s and some not -X 's. The not-X' s are formed by not -A ' , 
and not-D·s. A not~ can not be a not-D and vice versa. 
Some of the not-X's also are not-P's and some others are not-S's. A 
not-p can not be a not-S and vice versa. 
How many not-D's are also not-S's? 
Questions 
1. Are there not-X's that are A's and 
D' 81 
2 • How many not -A f S are F' s? 
3. Are there more not-D's than not-A's 
among the F to? 
4. Row many not~'s are not-X's? 
5. What is the total number of not-X'a? 
6. Row many not~'s are not-p's? 
7. What is the value of 1 times the 
not-X's? 
8. What is the value of 1? 
9. Row many not-D's that are not -X, s 
are also not-pts? 
10. How many not-A's that are not-X's 
are also not-S's? 
1. No. 
2. 100. 
3. Yes. 
4. 14. 
5. 40. 
6. 24. 
7. 44.0. 
8. E. 
9, 20. 
10. 10. 
Solution: 6 not-D's. 
Answers 
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Problem 31D 
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers. 
From R objects L have been selected. These objects are formed by 
A and B objects. No A can also be a B and vice versa. Some of the L 
objects are also M and some others N. No M can also be an N and vice 
versa. 
How many N's are also B's? 
Questions 
1. How many A's are R' 5? 
2. What is the total number of L'87 
3. How many L's are M's? 
4. How many A's are L's? 
5. Are there more B's than A's among 
the R's7 
6. Are there L's that are not D's and 
A' 57 
7. How many B's that are L are also M? 
a. How many A's that are L are also N? 
9. What is the value of K? 
1. W. 
2. E+F+H+I = X+Y • P+Q • L 
3. E+F = X 
4. E+H;:I P 
S. Yes. 
6. No. 
7. F. 
8, H. 
9. T. 
10. What 1s the value of K times the L'tR 10. Z. 
Solution: I 
Instructions for Problems 36 A, B, C, D. 134 
Each of the areas in the accompanying figure are identified by means of 
the number found printed in them. These numbers are merely for the purposes 
of indicating the particular area being discussed and have no bearing on the 
solution of the problem whatsoever. 
The problem then is this. Each area has been assigned a symbol other tha 
the above identifying numbers according to a predetermined plan. Your task 
will be to discover the symbols belonging to the areas which have their 
identifying numbers circled. This may be accomplished by asking the symbols 
for any area other than the ones circled. Decide which area you would like 
to know first. Then ask for its symbol. Continue working in this fashion 
until you feel you have sufficient information to specify accurately the sym-
bols for the areas with the circled numbers. 
Note: The rationales underlying the assignment of symbols to the various 
areas is as follOWS: 
Problem 36A - The value of a particular area depends upon the color 
of the borders of the area. The value of each border of an area were 
summed to get the value of the area. One blue border has a value of 
u a" and one red border has a value of "b". Thus the value of area 
"2" is 2a + 2b. 
Problem 36 B - The value of a particular area depends upon the type of 
borders of each area. The values of each border of an area were summed 
to get the value of the area. A straight border has a value of "a", 
a dotted border has a value of "b", and a curved border has a value of 
"cft • Thus the value of area ttl" is a + B + 2c. 
Problem 36 C - The value of a particular area depends upon the color 
and the type of borders of the area. The values of each border of an 
area were summed to get the value of the area. A blue straight border 
has the value of "all; a blue dotted border, the value of ttb"; a blue 
curved border, tic:; a red straight border, "d"; a red dotted border, 
ft e"; and a red curved border, "f". Thus the value of area "17" is 
a + b + C + f. 
Problem 36D - The value of a particular area depends upon the color 
and the type of borders of the area. The values of each border of an 
area were algebraically summed to get the value of the area. Blue 
borders have the same values as in Problem 36 C. A straight red border 
has the value of " ... a"; a dotted red border, "-b"; and a curved red 
border, ".c", Thus the value of area "19" is a + c - b ... c, 
Solutions: Problem 36 A - 2 • 2a + 2b, 11 = a + 3b. 
Problem 36 B-1. a + b + 2c, 17 • 3a +c. 
Problem 36 C - 6 = a • b • c • f, 2 • c + 2d + e. 
Problem 36 D - IS • a + b + C - c, 8 • c - 2a -b. 
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